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Stein’s theorem on the interpolation of a family of operators between two 
analytic spaces is generalized, both to a multiply connected domain and to an 
interpolation between more than two spaces. The theorem is then applied to 
get setwise upper bounds for spectra of convolution operators on .V’ of the 
circle. In particular the spectra of operators given by convolution by Cantor- 
Lebesgue-type measures on L” are determined. The same is done for certain 
Riesz products. These results are used to derive a result on translation-in- 
variant subspaces of Lp of the circle. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let T denote the circle group and M(T) the algebra of finite Bore1 measures 
on T. We define the operator 
S,:LP(T)+LP(T) 
for-p > 1 and p E M(T) by convolution: 
S,(f) = El *f* 
Using the Parseval formula, it is easy to check that the spectrum of S,, as an 
operator inL2( T) is equal to 
{/l(?z): ?I E it}. 
A natural question to ask is: What is the spectrum of S, in Le( T) for p # 2 ? 
The classical “Wiener-Pitt pathology” shows that there is a measure TV E M(T) 
for which sp(S,, , L1) # sp(S, , L2); here sp(S, , Lp) denotes the spectrum of S, 
in L*. Igari [7] has shown that this pathology extends to all of the L” spaces, 
p > 1, p # 2. Hijrmander in [6] proved that the Fourier-Stieltjes coefficients 
of such a measure do not vanish at infinity. Zafran [15] has given a general 
discussion of the spectra of these convolution operators. On the other hand, 
little is known about the spectra of some well-known measures whose coefficients 
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do not vanish at infinity as, for example, those of the Cantor-Lebesgue-type or 
Riesz products. 
Our main result, given in Corollary 2.1, states that if the capacity of the set 
sp(S, , L2) is equal to zero, then 
(i) 
for1 <p<co. 
We show in Proposition 3.1 that sp(S, , L2) is countable when p is the Cantor- 
Lebesgue measure. As a consequence the previous result, (i) holds for such 
measures. This result is somewhat surprising in view of the fact that (i) does not 
hold when p = 1 as Brown and Moran [l] have shown. The results for the Riesz 
products are similar. 
In Theorem 1.1, we develop our main tool for deriving the above results. This 
theorem, which concerns the interpolation of a family of linear operators, 
generalizes the following theorem due to Riesz, Thorin, and Stein [12]: 
THEOREM. Let 52 = (2 IO < Re(z) < 1) and suppose that R(z), z E Q is a 
family of linear operators deJined on the family y  of simple integrable functions on T. 
Suppose that to each fixed pair f ,  g E y, the map 
is analytic in Q and continuous D. Let M, and MI be such that for all f  E y, 
for Re(z) = 0 
for Re(.a) = 1. 
Then 
II R(t)fI/, < MIth$Ilf IID for f = T + 2. 
We prove a similar type of theorem for a multiply connected region 52 in the 
plane, which is bounded by a finite number of Jordan arcs. This generalization 
also allows one to interpolate between more than two spaces. The theorem is 
needed in this setting in order to interpolate the family R(z) = (x - S,)-l. 
In Section 2, the interpolation of R(x) is used to prove Theorem 2.1. This 
theorem gives a setwise upper bound for sp(S, , Lp) in terms of level lines of 
harmonic measures. 
Section 3 is devoted to applications to Cantor-Lebesgue- and Riesz-type 
product measures. In Section 4 we use the results of the previous sections to 
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show that certain operators are translation-invariant projections on L*(T). 
We believe that the technique developed in this section could be adapted to give 
new sufficient conditions for multipliers on the Lp spaces. 
1 
In this section we generalize a theorem of Stein [12] to a multiply connected 
domain in the plane. The notation will be as in [13]. (M, dx) is some abstract 
measure space; LP the space of functions whose @-I power is integrable with 
respect to dx. Sz C C is a connected domain bounded by the Jordan arcs r, , 
r ., ,..., I’, . Suppose that for each z E D (closure of 52) we have a linear operator 
R, mapping simple integrable functions to functions measurable with respect to 
dx. We suppose that R, is analytic in 52 in the sense that to each pairf, g of simple 
integrable functions, the map 
is analytic in D and continuous on 8 
LetPo , Pl , . . ,, p, be real numbers in [ 1, co] and suppose there are real numbers 
Mo , Ml >..., M,, such that 
II Rf/l,i d Mi Ilfll,, for zEri, i=l ,*--, % (1.1) 
and for all simple integrablef. 
Finally let eu,, wr ,..., w, denote the harmonic measures of I’, , r, ,..., I’, , 
respectively (relative to Q). 
THEOREM 1.2. For z,, E 52 and 
1 wo(zo) w&o) %(~o) -=- 
P PO + Pi -+-+P n 
W) 
(the convention pi = 03 is as usual), we have [I RJ&, < Mz, Ilfll, for all simple 
integrable functions f, where Mz, = M~‘zo’M~(zO’ .-* Mp”“‘. 
Before giving the proof a few remarks are in order. 
For Q = {a: 0 < Re(.a) < l} we see that we(z) = Re(z), wr(z) = 1 - Re(z) 
and the theorem reduces to the theorem of Stein stated above. We will also 
need some results on the covering surfaces for multiply connected domains. 
Proofs of these can be found in Nevanlinna [9, pp. 20-251. 
LetQ,ri,j=O,l ,..., n be as before. The universal covering surface of Q can 
be identified (conformally) with the unit disk K = (a: 1 z 1 < 11. Let 71: K + Q 
be the canonical projection. It can be shown that there exists a countable collec- 
tion of open disjoint subarcs of the unit circle T = {z: I z I = l}, call them yij, 
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with the property that v carries yii onto P for i = 1,2,... . In fact rr extends 
continuously to K u d where d = uiVi yii. Furthermore if Wj(u), u E K, is the 
harmonic measure of d relative to the domain K, then 
w&4 = wh+4) for UE K. (1.3) 
In particular ~~=a W,(O) = 1 and hence if E = T\A, then the Lebesgue measure 
of E in T is zero. We will also need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let EC T be a closed set of Lebesgue measure zero, then there is 
a harmonic function # which is positive on K and such that t/(z) + 00 as z + E. 
Proof. This is easily constructed using the Poisson integral; see for example 
Katznelson [S, p. 891. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. We shall assume that 1 <pi < co. The other cases 
are handled similarly. Let f, g be simple integrable functions with I/f /ID = 1 and 
/I g /IQ = 1, where l/p + l/q = 1. Define qi by l/p, + l/q? = 1. Let 
Then h is harmonic in Q and h(z) -+ l/p, as z --f ri . Define h, on K by h,(u) = 
h(r(u)) so that h, is harmonic in K and extends continuously to KU A. We can 
find a single-valued harmonic conjugate R, to h with the property that &(u,) = 0, 
where u0 is any point in K satisfying +ua) = a0 . Let H(u) = h,(u) + z%“,(u). His 
analytic and 
H(uo) = 
SetF(x) = 1 f (x)1, G(x) = 
where /f, / = /g, 1 = 1. 
I g(x)1 so that we may write 
f (4 = F(x) fi(4, 
g(x) = G(x)glw~ 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
Finally define R(u) = I?,,(,) on KU A and 
Q(u) = s, R(u)(F”H’“‘fi)(x)(G”‘l-H(~)))(x) dx. 
Observe that since f, g are simple functions, @p(u) is bounded on K by a 
constant depending on f and g. Also the integral is taken over the set where 
F, G > 0 so that @ is analytic in K. Using (1.4) we see that 
@(uo) = j-, %(f)(x) g(x) dx. 
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The theorem will be proved if we can show that 
/ cqu,)~ < My,) . . . Myo). 
To do so we estimate CD on the boundary of K. 
For u E yj we have V(U) E rj and 11 R(u)11 < Mi while h,(u) = l/p, . So using 
this and Holder’s inequality we get 
I Q(u)1 < [s, I R,(F”W(U)fi)(x)I”~ d ]“” x [s, 1 Gg(l--H(u))gl(~)laj dx]“” 
< Mj [s, I F(x)““‘“‘fi(x)l”’ dx]“‘j x [j-M 1 G(x)gj(l-H(“))gl(~)/l’qj ds]“” 
= Mj 
U M 
I J’h(d(X)l”j &]“” [,“M 1 G(X)O(l--h~(U)) /nj &.I”‘j 
= Mj [jM / F’(x)1 d~]“~~ [JM I G(x)~Q dx]“” 
= Mj . 
So we have 
I @@)I d M, for u Eyj. U-6) 
Now let E > 0 and set 
X(U) = log I Q(U)/ - 44~) - f (log W> ~zdu)t 
j=O 
where # and Wj are as defined earlier. x is subharmonic, and since j @ I is 
bounded above we see that x(u) -+ -co as u 4 E. Using (1.6) we see that 
lim s~p~+~ x(24) < 0 f or a EA. By the maximum principle we conclude that 
X(U) < 0 for u E K. So 
log I @(u)l - 4~) < f (log W WjW 
j=O 
Since E is arbitrary, 
log I @(u)l < f (log Mj) W(U), 
or 
j Q(u)] < M,wocU) ... M,wn(t 
Since W,(u) = wj(a(u)) we have 
, @(*)I < Mow,(%) . . . M?(G), 
which concludes the proof. 
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2 
In the Introduction we discussed convolution operators on the circle group. 
There is no need to restrict ourselves to this situation. Suppose G is a locally 
compact abelian group and S, is the operator given by 
S,(f) = CL *f, 
where p is a finite Bore1 measure on G. We will need the notion of harmonic 
measure for an arbitrary set. We review the basic construction; details can be 
found in Nevanlinna [9, Chap. 51. 
Let K C @ be compact. Let Sz be a region bounded by a Jordan curve F, with 
KC R. We wish to define the harmonic measure of K relative to the domain 
Q\K. Q\K splits into a countable disjoint union of connected domains one of 
which, call it Q, , is bounded by r and K. In fact QK is simply the intersection of 
the unbounded component of the complement of Kin d= with Q. We define the 
harmonic measure w(z) on Q\Q, by w(z) = 1. To define w on Sz, we choose a 
sequence of subregions D, of Q, with the following properties: D, has a 
boundary whcih is a finite union of Jordan curves, say Ton,..., rFn . D, C D,,, 
(that is, D,, is compactly contained in D,,,) and un D, = QK. We write this as 
D, 7 Q, . We also demand that D,” = r for all n. The existence of such a 
sequence is easily demonstrated using a mesh. 
Let w, be the harmonic measure of I’m u Fan u ... u rF* relative to D, . 
Since D,, /’ Q, as n -+ 00 we have (w, L w) where by Harnack’s theorem w 
is either identically zero or nowhere zero and harmonic. This completes the 
definition of the harmonic measure of K in Q. 
The definition above is independent of the choice of the sequence D, . We 
quote the following theorem from Nevanlinna [9, p. 1261. 
THEOREM. Let K, Q, I’, and w be as above, then the capacity of K is zero if 
and only if Qn\K is connected and w = 0. 
After that little digression we return to our operators S, . Let 
K = sp(S, ,L2(G)) = /Z(G). 
Here G is the dual group of G. Let 
c = ~(0, II p II + 4 = b: I z I = II p II + 4, 
sz, = w> II CL II + 4 = k I z I -=c II P II + 4. 
I f  w,(z) is the harmonic measure of K in Sz, , then as E L 0, w decreases to a 
function which we will call the harmonic measure of K in B(0, II TV II). 
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THEOFCEM 2.1. Let w be the harmonic measure of 
dejned above, then for z,, satisfying 
1 I 
i---l P 2 
( 1 - 4%) 
2 
we have x0 # sp(S, , LP). 
The conclusion may be stated diSferently as 
K in B(0, I/ p ii) where K is 
sp(S,,Lfl)C z:w(z)> l-2 ;-; . 
! 1 Ii 
COROLLARY 2.2. If the capacity of sp(S,, , L2) is zero, then 
sp(S, ,L2) = sp(S, ,LP) for 1 < p < co. 
Proof of 2.2. We have already noted that the capacity of the set is zero if and 
only if W(Z) = 0 for z $ K. 
Before proving Theorem 2.1, we prove a slightly weaker version. 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose sp(S, , L2) C 52, where QI is bounded by Jordan curves 
r1 , r, ,.-., r, . Let r, be a Jordan curve enclosing r, , r, ,..., I’, and contained in 
{z: ( z 1 > jj y  Ii>. Let Sz be the region bounded by r, , I’, ,..., I’, and let w be the 
harmonic measure of r, u r, u ... v  I’, relative to 0. Under the above, 
j I/p - & / < (1 - w(z))/2 implies z $ sp(S, , Lp). 
a,= shaded area 
Proof of 2.3. First, Q satisfies the conditions needed in Theorem 1.1. Let 
R,(p) = (z - S&-l for z E J2. The conditions of the lemma show that R&) is 
an analytic family of operators on L2(G) for x E a. In fact, I/ R, iI2 < MI , say for 
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x E r, u r, ..* I’,, . Also using the fact that I’,, C {z: / 1 .a 1 > I/ TV ]I} we see that 
/I R, ]I1 < MO, say for x E r, . So applying Theorem 1 .l with p, = 1, p, = 
p, = ... = p,, = 2, we find that jj R, IIn < 111, for 
I wow -=- P 
, + (w1-t. . . +wn>c4 
2 
= W”(Z) + ’ -p(x) 
Therefore z $ sp(S, ,D) for l/p = 1 - w(z)/2. From this and the usual 
Riesz theorem interpolation theorem we get z # sp(S, , IP) for / l/p - 4 1 < 
(1 - Wc4)/2~ 
Proof of 2.1. For E >Olet~,=(z:~z~=~~~~~+~}andletQbetheregion 
bounded by I’, and K where K = sp(S, , L2). We let Q,,, be a sequence of 
domains which exhausts Q, as described earlier. So fin,, 7 Q , Sz,,, C ~&+r,, , 
and suppose that r, is always one of the boundary arcs of Q,,, . Let 1 - w,,, be 
the harmonic measure of r, relative to Qn,,, . By definition, 
where w is as in the theorem. We are given / l/p - 4 / < (1 - w(z,,))/2, so we 
can find N, E such that I I/p - $ j < (1 - w N,t(~,J)/2. Apply Lemma 2.3 to get 
~06SPV, ,Q). 
Notice that if G is discrete and countable and if p E M,(G), that is, P(y) -+ 0 
as y-00, then sp(S, , LP) = pm for 1 < p < cc. This follows from 
Corollary 2.2 and the fact that pm’ IS countable and hence has capacity zero. This 
result is incorporated in Hijrmander [6]. 
3 
This section deals with some concrete examples. As before, we let T denote the 
circle group. 
EXAMPLE 1. For p E M(T) with I/ p jl = 1 and /I(n) real for all 12, sp(T, , Lp) 
is contained in the region bounded by yp = (z: e(z) = 42 + r( p - 1)/p} where 
0(z) is the angle subtended at 2: by the line segment [-1, 11. 
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This follows from Theorem 2.1 after observing that the harmonic measure 
of [- 1, 11 relative to the unit disk is given by 
w(z) = w4 - 74 
742 . 
EXAMPLE 2. Riesz products: Let {nl,} be a lacunary sequence of integers, 
that is, n k+l > 3n, for all K. For a given sequence {aj) of real numbers with 
- 1 < ai < 1, we define the Riesz product p by 
p = fi (1 + aj cos(n$)). 
j=l 
This product converges in the weak-star topology of M(T). 




ZZ 0 otherwise. 
To begin with let us specialize to the case ai = 1 for all j. So F(xj”=r l inj) = 
(4)” and p(m) = 0 for m not of this form. It follows that sp(S, , L2) is countable 
and therefore has zero capacity. By Corollary 2.2 we have 
sP(41,-w = sP($I,-w for 1 <p<c0. (3.1) 
Note that in this case p 6 A$-,( T). 
We now go back to our general Riesz product, and construct a TV for which 
(as usual) sp(S, ,P) = sp(S, ,P), 1 < p < co, but sp(S, ,L2) is uncountable. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. There is a perfect nonempty set KC R for which K u 
K2 u K3 . . . has capacity zero in the plane. (Here Kr = (x,x, ..* x,: xi E K}.) 
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Proof. We will need the following facts about capacity which can be found 
in Nevanlinna [9]. 
(i) I f  L is a line segment of length I in C, then the capacity of L = l/4. 
(ii) I f  y  is the Robin constant for a set A C C, then e-r = cap A where 
cap A = capacity of A. 
(iii) I f  A,, A, ,..., A,& are closed sets and A = A, u A, u .*. u A, , then 
l/r(A) < % l/~(4). 
To construct K we proceed as follows. Let 0 < 01 < p < 1 and from [LX, /I] 
remove middle portions repeatedly just as in the usual construction of the Cantor 
middle third set. I f  K, is the closed set that remains at the nth stage, then K, 
consists of 2” disjoint intervals of length which we will call o(, . 01, may be chosen 
as we please as long as cx,+r < aJ2. 
Let K = nn K, . K is nonempty and perfect. To ensure cap(U, Km) = 0 
it is sufficient to have cap (K”) = 0 for all m, or equivalently, that l/y(K”) = 0 
for all m. 
Suppose K, is the union of the disjoint intervals [/31,n, YJ, [&n, yz,J .... 
There are 2” such intervals each of length OL, . Then (K,)m will be contained in 
the (2”)” intervals of the form 
(3.2) 
where 1 < i < 2”. 1 T\ Using the following lemma and the fact that Y~,,~ = 
Pi/l + %I 9 we conclude that any such interval has length less than or equal 
to ma, . 
LEMMA 3.3. Let Yl , Yz ,..., Y,,, be real numbers where 0 < Yi < 1 - X, 
and 0 < X < 1 is fixed, then 
(YI + X)(Yz + X) .*. (Y, + X) - YlY2 ..f Y, < mX. 
Proof. Induction on m. Let I be a typical interval as in (3.2). 
therefore 
cap(I) = 1(1)/4, 
y(I) = --log(Q)/4) 3 --log(m44) 
which implies 
1 2”” 
Y(I) ’ --log(mol,/4) ’ 
58437/3-s 
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for all n. 
To ensure cap(K”) = 0 we choose 01, so that 
2”” 
k-z -log(mor,/4) = 
0 for all m. 
This can be done by taking 0~~ = e+“‘, since in that case 
l < 
2n” 
y(Km)\ -log m + log 4 + 2”’ 
-+ 0. 
This completes the proof of Proposition 3.1. 
We can now construct the desired Riesz product. Let 0 < 01 < /3 < 4 and let 
K be the set constructed in Proposition 3.1. K is contained in [01, /3]. We have 
seen that KU K2 u ... u (01 is a closed set of capacity zero. Let {u,/2), with 
0 < a5 < 1, be a dense sequence in K. Define 
p = fi (1 + aj cos(n$)). 
j=l 
From the previous discussion we conclude that 
sp(S,,L2)={O)uKuK2~~~ 
which is uncountable dense and of capacity zero. By Corollary 2.2 
sP(&L,q = SP(J$ J2) for l<p<co. 
EXAMPLE 3 (Cantor-Lebesgue measure). The measure we wish 
this section in defined by 
to study in 
p = * fi (; s3-k + ; 8-3-k 
k=l 
> 
where * denotes convolution product and 6, point mass at x. From this definition 
the Fourier coefficients of p are easily calculated. 
p(n) = fi cos (*) . 
k-1 
Clearly F(n) -+ 0 as n --f co since fi(3%) = P(n). 
PROPOSITION 3.4. The set (ii(n): n E Z} is countable. 
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LEMMA 3.5. Let m = an+13R-I-1 + a,3” + ... + a, where ai = 0, 1 or 2, and 
let yrn be the number of k’s for which a,+l # ak in the above representation. The 
following estimate holds: 
Proof ofLemma 3.5. This was proved in Wiener [14]; we repeat the argument. 
m3-ck+l) has fractional part uKah--l ... a, (in tertiary notation). I f  a, # ab-r , 
then by considering the six possibilities for the combination {aR , a,-,}, we see 
that this fractional part lies in [l/9, 4/9] u [5/9, 8/9]. Hence 1 cos(2m/3”+‘)l < 
cos(r/9). Making this estimate for each factor corresponding to each change in 
the digits proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let aml.m2,...,mN be a set of numbers indexed by the N-tuples of 
positive integers. Suppose that to each subset F = {ii ,..., &} of (1, 2 ,..., N> and 
fixed rnil ,..., mik we have that 
i,ym %a,....,rnN 
i’$F 
exists. We denote this limit by 
ax,,...,xNp where xi = I 
mik if i = i, 
co if i$F. 
If A = {a,,,. ,.,mN 1 mi E tU>, then A = {aXI,.. ,,+ 1 Xi E F+J u (00)). In particular 
2 is countable. 
Proof of Lemma. Let 01 E 2. There exists a sequence 01~ = a,,~~),~,(~), ,..,,+) 
such that 01~ -+ 01 as k -+ CO. If m,(k) is unbounded, choose a subsequence of 
OIL , which for convenience is again denoted c+ , with property that 01~ -+ CY and 
m,(k) -+ co with k. I f  m,(k) is bounded, choose xi such that m,(k) = x1 for an 
infinite number of k. In this way we get a subsequence 01~ of ale for which 
m,(k) = xi . We repeat the above argument on the second coordinate and so 
on to the Nth. Finally we get a sequence Q , with 01~ + 01 and mi(k) = xi for all 
k, or mi(k) + co as k -+ co. It is clear that a! = 01~ l,...+, where &E N u (4 
The lemma is proved. 
With the above lemma we can give a proof of Proposition 3.4. 
Proof of Proposition 3.4. Let A = {P(n): n E Z}. For NE BJ we will show that 
B, = ,?i n [pN, l] is countable, where p = cos(?r/9). The proposition will then 
follow since 
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Now A = Q(n): V, < N} u w(n): V~ > IV] and by Lemma 3.5 
B, = An [pN, l] = {p(n): vn < IV} n [pN, I]. 
A typical n with v, ,< N is of the form 
“1N mN-1 ml 
aN-l “. uNml aNe2 “. uNe2 .” ulaouo ‘.. a0 
where ai = 0, 1, 2, (in tertiary notation). 
Now there are at most 3N choices of the ordered set (aNdI , aNe2 ,..., a,). For 
each such choice let 
B aOal...aN-l = {p(n): n = uNel .‘. aN-laN-z .‘. alaO ‘.’ aOh 
Clearly B, C (Jlinrte B,Oa,...aN-l and so the countability of Baoal...aN-l will prove 
the proposition. 
Fix a choice {aNml ... ao>. For an N-tuple of integers (m, *.. m,) we let 
bnl...rnN) 
--z-L. mN 
= $(a,, ... aNel ... alaO ... uo). 
B %l”‘aN-1 = RlynN / m, E kJ>. By Lemma 3.6 the countability of BaO...ON--l will 
follow if we can show the various limits exist. 
Let 
ml 
c rnl.my..rn, = 1 cos 24 * ai--lai-2 ... aid2 ... u,a, ... ao) 
9 
X COS 24. aj-luj-,ai-, I** a,) a** cos 274. aimI 1.. uj-, ... ala0 ... uo)j 
so that 
This infinite product converges absolutely. Now suppose we fix some mi’s 
and let others go to infinity. We inspect the behavior of each C~,...~j. I f  mj is 
fixed and some mi’s -+ co, i # j, then it is clear that Cml...mj has a hmit as the 
arguments of the cosines do. If  m, + co, then j CmI...~j--17nj - Cml...mj-ln, / + 0 
uniformly in (m, , mz ,..., mNel) as mj , nj --f co. From this we see that Cm, . ..., lj 
has a limit. From this, since the b’s are a finite product of the C’s we see that the 
limits in Lemma 3.6 exist. We are done. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let p be the Cantor-Lebesgue measure, then 
SP(& ,Q) = sp(S, , L2) for 1 < p < co. 
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An interesting point is that Brown and Moran [l, Corollaries 1 and 21 have 
shown that 
sp(S, > L1) # sp(S, 9 L2) 
for this measure. 
Another point is that the same argument (as in Proposition 3.4) will give a 
similar result for Cantor-Lebesgue measures 
/2(n) = fi cos ($) , 
k=l 
where S E N , S 2 3. One may ask about the general constant dissection Cantor- 
Lebesgue measure of the form P(n) = n,“=, cos(2m/k), 0 > 1. If 8 is not a 
Pisot number, then p, E M,,(T) and its spectrum on Lf’, 1 < p < co, is the same 
as on L2. We have not been successful in proving Proposition 3.4 when 8 is a 
Pisot number but not a rational integer. 
4 
For E C Z define the operators PE by PTf(rz) = xE(n)f((n) for trigonometric 
polynomials f. Here xE denotes the characteristic function of E. The question of 
determining the closed translation-invariant subspaces of Lp(T) is the same as 
asking for which E does PE extend to a bounded operator on LP( T). We refer the 
reader to Edwards [3, Chap. 61. 
When p = 1 the answer is given by Helson’s theorem, in the case of the circle 
group, and Cohen’s theorem in the case of the general group [2, 51. The answer 
is: With the exception of a finite set E must be periodic. 
For p = 2 any set E gives rise to a bounded projection. 
We give some sufficient conditions for the cases 1 < p < CO. 
Returning to Example 2, Section 3, with the case aj = 1, we saw 
sp(S, ) LP) = 
I 
+ : k 2 01 u (0) for p>l. 
Consider the operator-valued integral 
P = & j- (z - SJ-l dz, 
r 
where r = C(l/2k, 1/4k) (k is fixed), P is bounded on LP, and as a convolution 
operator 
P(n) = 1 if n= fni,&ni,&..e&tni, 
=o otherwise. 
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We have proved 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let {n,J be lacunary and r be an integer. If E,r = { &ni, & 
niz & ... + ni,}, then PE, is a projection onlpfor CO > p > 1. 
This result has been proved by other methods. Edwards and Gaudry [4] prove 
it using the Mareinkeiwicz multiplier theorem. 
The above argument can be applied to any measure p E M(T). Suppose that r 
is a closed Jordan curve containing a region Q and sp(S, , L2) n r = a. Let 
E = {n: F(n) E Q}. Then PE is a bounded projection for somep < 2. This follows 
directly from Theorem 2.1. 
Let M(T)” C Z”(E) be the collection of Fourier Stieltjes coefficients. Let 
M(T)” be its closure in Z”(Z). This space has been studied by Ramirez [IO]. The 
above remarks imply: 
PROPOSITION 4.2. I f  XE E M(T)“, then PE is a projection on Lp for some p < 2. 
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